This paper presents a novel cyber attack classification approach using improved Support Vector Machine (iSVM) 
Introduction
The rapid increase in connectivity and accessibility of computer system has resulted frequent chances for cyber-attacks. Attack on the computer infrastructures are becoming an increasingly serious problem. Basically the cyber-attack detection is a classification problem, in which we classify the normal pattern from the abnormal pattern (attack) of the system. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] is a well-known machine learning algorithm used to solve the classification problem. SVM is based on recent advances in statistical learning theory and has been successfully applied in real world problems such as text categorization [2] image classification [3] , handwritten character recognition [4] . The choice of the kernel greatly affects the SVM's ability to classify data points accurately. The Riemannian geometry induced by kernel function [5] proposes a method of modifying a Gaussian kernel to improve the performance of the SVM. The idea is to enlarge the spatial resolution around the margin by conformal mapping; so that the separability between classes is increased (large margin), which means less misclassification of data hence improved classification accuracy.
In this paper we proposed a class specific cyber attack detection technique which is based on Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) [6] feature reduction technique and improved Support Vector Machine (iSVM) classifier. Therefore, the features of original KDDCUP2009 dataset are reduced by GDA technique, which is implemented in this work. These reduced features dataset are applied to the iSVM classifier and traditional SVM. The relative results of the both the classifiers are also obtained to ascertain the theoretical aspects. The analysis is also taken up to show that iSVM performs better than SVM. The classification accuracy of iSVM remarkably improve (accuracy for Normal class as well as DOS class is almost 100%) and comparable to false alarm rate and training, testing times.
Related Work
SVM is a powerful tool for classification problems. But still has some drawbacks. The first problem is that SVM is sensitive to outliers or noises [7] . The second, SVM designed for the two class problems, it has to be extended for multiclass problem by choosing suitable kernel function. The performance of the SVM depends upon the kernel function. Some methods to improve the performance of SVM were proposed. Fuzzy SVM [8] [9] is one of the improvement made on the traditional SVM. Several machine learning paradigms including Artificial Neural Network [10] , Linear Genetic Programming (LGP) [11] , Data Mining [12] [13] , etc. have been investigated for the classification of cyber-attack. However, the machine learning techniques as mentioned above is not suitable for the huge data set and its training, testing time and classification accuracy get affected with size of the dataset. As the size of the dataset grows the training and testing time of the above mentioned classifiers increases and accuracy decreases. Also the machine learning techniques are sensitive to the noise in the training samples. The presence of mislabeled data if any can result in highly nonlinear decision surface and over fitting of the training set. This leads to poor generalization ability and classification accuracy.
At same time, there is also some progress made in the feature extraction field. Andrew H. Sung [14] ranks the importance of the 41 features for the five categories in KDDCUP99 datasets by deleting one feature at a time when adopting the SVM and neural network as the classification method Melanie J. Middlemiss [15] uses the genetic algorithm to do the feature extraction for intrusion detection. The researchers have been working the combination of feature extraction technique and classification algorithms for cyber attack detection system. Taeshik Shon [16] proposes a machine learning frame work for cyber attack detection, using SVM and GA. It uses GA to extract the attacks features and SVM for classification. Because the datasets to be processed in the cyber attack detection are always very large. The main problem is to raise the detection rate and real time detection ability by combining the feature extraction technique with the classification technique and thus the performance of the classifier gets improved.
G. Baudat and F. Anouar, [6] proposed Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) to deal with nonlinear discriminant analysis for feature reduction of dataset. In the transformed space, liner properties make it easy to extend and generalize the classical Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [17] to nonlinear discriminant analysis. Recently, some work based on this method has been reported by researchers [18] [19] in medical science for feature reduction of medical dataset. Which has been proven promising technique for feature reduction.
KDDCUP2009 Data Set
In the 1998 DARPA intrusion detection evaluation program an environment was setup to acquire raw TCP/IP dump data for a network by simulating a typical U.S. Air Force LAN. The LAN was operated like a true environment, but being blasted with multiple attacks. This dataset contain 494021 connection records which are huge data and it contains the redundant connection also. To train such a huge dataset it take long time and even takes a day for low configuration machine. We were fortunate, enough to get refined version of kddcup1999 dataset, released on 2009 i.e. KDDCUP2009 dataset [20] . They have removed all the redundant records from the KDDCUP99 dataset. A denial of service attack is a class of attacks where an attacker makes a computing or memory resource too busy or too full to handle legitimate requests, thus denying legitimate user access to a machine e.g. neptune, teardrop, smurf, pod, back, land.
B. Remote to Local (R2L) Attacks A remote to local attack is class of attacks where an attacker sends packets to a machine over network, then exploits the machine's vulnerability to illegally gain local access to a machine e.g. guss_passwd, ftp_write, multihop, imap, phf, spy, warezmaster, warezclient.
C. User to Root (U2R) Attacks
User to root (U2R) attacks are a class of attacks where an attacker starts with access to a normal user account on the system and is able to exploit vulnerability to gain root access to the system e.g. loadmodule, perl, buffer_overflow, rootkit.
D. Probe
Probe is a class of attacks where an attacker scans a network to gather information or find known vulnerabilities. An attacker with map of machine and services that are available on a network can use the information to notice for exploit e.g. ipsweep, portsweep, nmap, satan.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [21] were first introduced in the mid of 1990s, and have since been established as one of standard tools for machine learning and data mining. SVM were originally designed for binary classification. However, cyber attack detection is a problem of multi-class classification. How to effectively extend SVM for multi-class classification is still an ongoing research issue. Currently there are two types of approaches for multi-class SVM. One is by combining several binary classifiers while the other is by directly considering all training samples into one optimization formulation.
The SVM identifies the best separating hyper plane (the plan with maximum margins) between the two classes of the training samples within the feature space by focusing on training cases placed at the edge of the class descriptors. In this way, not only an optimal hyper plane is fitted, but also less training samples are effectively used; thus high classification accuracy is achieved with small training sets [22] . We construct k SVM model where k is the number of classes. The SVM is trained with all of the examples in the class with positive labels, and all other examples with negative labels. Thus, given training data where and is the class of the SVM solves the following optimization problem [23] :
Where is nonlinear function that maps x into a higher dimensional space [24] are the weight vector, bias and slack variable, respectively. is constant and determined a priori. Searching for the optimal hyperplane in equation (1) is quadratic programming problem. Minimizing means that we would like to maximize , the margin between two classes of attack data. Where data are not linearly separable, there is penalty terms which can reduce the number of training errors the basic concepts behind SVM is to search for a balance between the regularization term and training errors. After solving the equation (1) to get k decision functions
We say is in the class which has the largest value of the decision function:
Here, kernel , is a Gaussian kernel function and Lagrange multiplier. To improve the classification accuracy of the SVM classifier we will modify Gaussian kernel function in data dependent way.
Proposed Cyber Attack Detection System
We present a novel concept to build a class specific Cyber Attack Detection System by integrating two different techniques: Feature extraction technique and Classification technique. The Figure 1: shows the architecture for the proposed cyber attack detection system. Feature extraction [25] techniques are commonly used as preprocessing to machine learning and statistical tasks of prediction, including pattern recognition and regression. Although such problems have been tackled by researchers for many years, there has been recently a renewed interest in feature extraction [26] . The feature space having reduced features that truly contributes to classification that cuts pre-processing costs and minimizes the effects of the 'peaking phenomenon' in classification [27] . Thereby improving the overall performance of classifier based cyber attack detection. The Generalized Discriminant Analysis GDA [6, [17] [18] ] is a method designed for nonlinear classification based on a kernel function which transform the original space X to a new highdimensional feature space . The between-class scatter matrix and within-class scatter matrix of the nonlinearly mapped data is (3) (4) Where:
is the mean of class in Z and is the number of samples belonging to .
The aim of the GDA is to find projection matrix that maximizes the ratio
We have to find eigenvalues and eigenvectors solution of the equation:
(6) The largest eigenvalue of (6) gives maximum of the following quotient of the inertia: The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [17] scheme is then applied to the mapped data, where it searches for those vectors that best discriminate among the classes rather than those vectors that best describe the data. The number of classes of KDDCUP2009 dataset is five. Therefore, the optimal number of eigenvectors for the data transformation is equal to four. After feature reduction of KDDCUP2009 dataset the reduced features are fed to the both SVM and iSVM classifiers and the performance is measured.
F. Improved SVM (iSVM) algorithm by modifying kernels Kernels provide support vector machines with the capability of implicitly mapping non-linearly separable data points into a different dimension, where they are linearly separable. Mapping the data points to a higher dimensions, involve cost. More dimensional means larger vectors which means larger memory requirements and longer calculation times. Fortunately, SVMs do not need to store these high dimensional vectors explicitly. They map the input data into the higher dimension and then are only to store inner products [23] . Different kernel functions provide different mappings. Unfortunately, there is no silver bullet choice of kernel. Each kernel has its advantages and disadvantages. The choice of the kernel greatly affects the SVM's ability to classify data points accurately. We modify existing Gaussian kernel according to our need. This modified kernel gives better performance compare with the original Gaussian kernel.
A nonlinear SVM maps each samples of input space R into a feature space F through a nonlinear mapping . The mapping defines an embedding of S into F as a curve submanifold.
Denote the mapped samples of S in the featured space; small vector dx is mapped to:
The squared length of is written as:
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Where:
The dot denoting the summation over index of . The Positive-definite matrix is the Riemannian metric tensor induced in S.
We can increase the margin or the distances (ds) between classes to improve the performance of the SVM. Taking eq. (14) in to account, this leads us to increase the Riemannian metric tensor around the boundary and to reduce it around other samples. In view of eq. (16), we can modify the kernel K such that is in large around the boundary.
Modifying kernel based on the structure of the Riemannian geometry: Assume the kernel can be modified as: (17) is called a conformal transformation of a kernel by factor p(x). We take the kernel function used in SVM is Gaussian Kernel, i.e.: (18) Here, the parameter is kernel width. It is proved that the corresponding Riemannian metric tensor is changed into: (19) After modifying the kernel Riemannian metric tensor is changed into: (20) To ensure that p(x) has large value around the support vector (SV), by the conformal transformation of the Gaussian kernel, (21) For maximum p(x) the value of .
In order to ensure that p(x) has large values at the support vector positions, it can be constructed in a data dependent way as:
Where is a free parameter and summation runs over all the support vectors. As we see and are large when x is close to support vectors and those are small when x is for away from SVs then, when x is close to support vectors the around support vectors is increased. So the spatial resolution around the boundary is enlarged and classification ability of SVM becomes stronger.
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We summarized the procedure of the proposed Algorithm as follows:
Step1: Train SVM with primary Gaussian kernel to extract the information of SVs, then modify Gaussian kernel K according to the formula (17) and (22) . Step2: Train the SVM with the modified Gaussian kernel . Step3: Iteratively apply the above two steps until the best performance is achieved.
Experiments and Results
All the experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon with a 2.4GHz CPU and 2 GB of RAM. We used version V2.12 software [28] . To evaluate the performance of our proposed cyber attack detection system, we used the KDDCUP2009 dataset.
G. Preprocessing of data
The KDDCUP2009 dataset is not a normalized dataset. Therefore, it needs preprocessing of dataset before given to feature reduction algorithm. Logarithmic scaling (with base 10) was applied to the very large features. The KDDCUP2009 dataset consist of 1, 25, 973 records for training and 25,192 records for testing. We have written JAVA code to read data from the KDDCUP2009 dataset line by line where each line contains records. As we have seen from the dataset it contains both symbol and numeric form we have to convert symbolic form to numeric form and stored these data into two dimensional tables. We created five files for five classes to store specific class data into these files like Normal.data, DOS.data, Probe.data, U2R.data and R2L.data for processing of the data.
H. Experimental Setting
Our experiment is split into three main steps. In the first steps, we prepare different dataset for training and testing. Second, we apply feature reduction algorithm (GDA) to the dataset. The original KDDCUP2009 dataset to select most discriminant features for cyber attack detection. Third, we classify the cyber attacks by using traditional SVM and improved SVM (iSVM) as two different classifiers.
In the first step of the experiment, we prepare the data set for the training and testing. We used a training set of 125973 records and testing set of 25,192 records. We choose 68253, 45927, 85, 52 and 11656 samples for Normal, DOS, R2L, U2R and Probe respectively for training. The testing set consists of 25,192 kinds of data and then used test data 13637, 9234, 21, 11, and 2289 for Normal, DOS, R2L, U2R and Probe respectively.
The second step, we apply feature reduction technique on the original KDDCUP2009 dataset with 41 features. We use Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) algorithm for selecting most discriminant features. Each record is located in the n-dimensional space, with each dimension corresponding to a feature of the record.
Finally, the evaluation is done using SVM and iSVM classifiers. During the SVM training process the default regularization parameter is set to C=1000 with optimization done for 88 iterations. In the experiment, the Gaussian kernel is modified based on equation (15) . The features are represented by d dimensional feature vectors. Selecting an appropriate d is very critical for cyber attack detection. the value of d is set for 28 in the experiment based on 3-fold cross validation. We set the kernel width to be equal to the optimal one it has been experimentally proved that the value of is around . Therefore we set the value of is equal to 0.18. The regularization parameter is set to C=1000 for iSVM.
Exprimental Results
We apply Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) algorithm for feature reduction of the original KDDCUP2009 dataset with 41 features. With this algorithm the optimal number of eigenvectors for the data transformation is equal to four. Therefore, the new feature set not only reduces the number of the input features but also increases the classification accuracy by selecting most discriminating features for the better discrimination of the different cyber attack classes. The comparison of SVM and iSVM classifiers is done with respect to different performance indicators: Detection Rate, training time, testing time and false alarm rate. The results of the training time, testing time and false alarm rate for both the classifiers are presented in Table I, II and Table III . The detection of attack and normal pattern can be generalized as follows: True Positive (TP): the amount of attack detected when it is actually attack. True Negative (TN): the amount of normal detected when it is actually normal. False Positive (FP): the amount of attack detected when it is actually normal (False alarm). False Negative (FN): the amount of normal detected when it is actually attack. In the confusion matrix above, rows correspond to predicted categories, while columns correspond to actual categories.
Comparison of detection rate: Detection Rate (DR) is given by.
Comparison of false alarm rate: False Alarm Rate (FAR) refers to the proportion that normal data is falsely detected as attack behavior Confusion matrix contains information actual and predicted classifications done by a classifier. In the performance of such a system is commonly evaluated using the data in a matrix. Table IV shows the confusion matrix. The performance of the traditional SVM is shown in Table V in the form of confusion matrix.
After modifying the Gaussian Kernel the performance of the iSVM is remarkably improved, which is shown in Table VI . We compare the performance of other classifiers with iSVM as shown in Table VII . iSVM is superior to all the mentioned classifiers. By using Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) as feature reduction technique and iSVM as cyber attack classification approach, the system performance (detection rate, training time, testing time and false alarm rate) and the scalability is improved. We applied reduced dataset for training and testing to both the classifiers SVM and iSVM.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is learning machines that plot the training vectors in high-dimensional feature space. Label each vector by its class. SVMs view the classification problem as a quadratic optimization problem. The SVM classify data by determining a set of support vectors, which are the members of the set of training inputs that outline the hyper plane in feature space [21] . The SVM are based on the idea of structural risk minimization, which minimizes the generalization error on unseen data. The number of free parameters used in the SVMs depends on the margin that separate the data points. The SVM provide a generic mechanism to fit the surface of the hyper plane to the data through the use of a kernel function. We used Gaussian Kernel function to the SVM during training process, which selects the support vectors along the surface of this function. This capability allows classifying a broader range of problems.
The SVM and Improved Support Vector Machine (iSVM) separate the data into two classes, classification into additional classes by applying one against all (OAA) method. In the OAA method, a set of binary classifiers (k parallel SVMs, where k denotes the number of classes) is trained to be able to separate each class from all others. Then each data object is classified to the class for which the largest decision value has been determined. Then voting strategy aggregates the decisions and predicts that each data object is in the class with the largest vote [29] . 
Comparision of Training Time of SVM and iSVM Classifiers
We train the SVM with the Gaussian Kernel and observe the training time of the classifier. Then we test with the test dataset to the SVM classifier, follow the same procedure until the best performance is achieved. Then record the training, testing and detection rate for this classifier.
Then we train the same classifier with modify Gaussian kernel K according to the formula (15) and (19) .We train with the modified Gaussian Kernel and apply test dataset to it and the performance of the classifier is observe repeat the above process until the best performance of the classifier is obtained. As shown in Figure 2 
Comparison of False Alarm Rate for SVM and iSVM
In the Figure 4 it is clearly shown that the false alarm rate for the Normal, Probe, DOS classes of attack is low for both SVM and iSVM, but the false alarm rate for the R2L and U2R classes of attack are high SVM and comparatively low for the iSVM. 
Comparision of Detection Rate of iSVM with Other Classifiers
The cyber attack detection rate of iSVM is higher than the traditional SVM as shown in Figure 5 We also compare the detection rate of iSVM with Bayesian Network (BN) shows high detection accuracy for R2L class of attack i.e. 97.87% which is higher as compare to all other classifiers and Classification and Regression Tree (CART) exhibits highest detection accuracy for U2R class of attack i.e. 84%. Although, the detection accuracy of iSVM has improved as compare to detection accuracy of SVM but still there is need to improve the detection accuracy for the classes like U2R and R2L. iSVM shows execellent detection rate for the classes like Normal and DOS i.e. 100% and 99.98% for the Probe.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we presented class specific cyber attack detection system. Two approaches have been used in this work. The first approach, feature reduction technique; we used Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) in which the GDA is able to significantly decrease training and testing times while retaining high detection rates. The second approach is using improved support vector machine classifier. We have modified the Gaussian kernel in data dependable way to improve the classification accuracy of the traditional SVM. As result shows the accuracy of iSVM is remarkably improved for the Normal and DOS classes of attacks. The proposed model has yield the classification accuracy of 100% for DOS, and Normal classes. A number of experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed class specific cyber attack detection system. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed class specific cyber attack detection system can reduced training time and, testing time where false alarm rate with high cyber attack detection accuracy is improved. Therefore, combining the two approaches, feature reduction and classification approach give better performance.
Future work will involve building cyber attack detection system that integrates the different class specific cyber attack detection system, which will be able to give 100% detection rate for all the classes, and investigate the possibility and feasibility of implementing this approach in real time cyber attack detection system.
